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1.0 IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: P-TOL- 000 -00
2.0 NAMH' OF SYSITM: TOOL - Test Oriented Onboard Language
3.0 PURPOSE:
The purpose of this system is to translate and edit test sequences,
and to execute translated test sequences. Test translation consists of
converting operator keyboard inputs, which are responses to displayed
cues, into a test sequence data list. The operator may construct an
entirely new test or, by utilizing the review capability, modify an
existing test. Test execution is accomplished by a set of test ele-
ment processors. These processors interpret the contents of.' the, tr st;
sequence data list in order to perform the desired element operation.
4.0 LANGUAGE DESCRIPTION:
E
The OCS Test Oriented Onboard Language (TOOL) is a test language
oriented to the task of spacecraft checkout.
4.1 Organization Structure
Figure 1 illustrates the test structure.
Test Element 1
Test Element 2
Sequence A^
'hest Element n
Task
'test Element 1
Test Element 2
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Figure 1
Test Element
The test element is the basic unit of the test language. Each element
performs a _specific operation such as commanding a switch closure,
generating a stimulus, etc. Associated with each element is -a set of
modifiers. These modifiers serve to amplify the element to specify
uniquely the required operation. An element may be uniquely defined
by prefixing it with a number. The purpose of this prefix is to
(1cfine refrr,enee points for branching and looping within a test
Hl'C1l1CnC4'.
a
2Test Sequence
A test sequence is a collection of test elements arranged in a logical
order to accomplish a specific testing or control function. A test
sequence can be dependent upon other sequences. Hence, one sequence
can set up a test and another perform the teat. Me Sao and No/ro logical
paths through a test sequence shall be defined by properly linking
sequences and elements together in an unambiguous menner. A checkout
task could consist of a single sequence which contains calls to other
sequences.
Tasks
'task is the name for the highest level of operation. The main sequence
running on a level of concurrency is a Task. A Task may be a single
sequence or a series of calls to other sequences.	 In this document when
referring to levels of concurrency the words task and sequence are used
interchangeably.
4.2	 Sequence Translation
Sequence translation can be performed off -line using the CDC 160 A/G
or on-line using.-the IBM 4 Pi EP.	 Translation consists of converting
alphanumeric source input into a test sequence data list.
j
The Off-Line Translator (TLA) uses punched cards for input.	 The
output consists of a test sequence data list, punched on paper tape
'x
or cards, and a printed hard copy.
The On-Line,`i'ranslator (TOOL) uses keyboard entries for input.
	 These
entries are cued or requested by the translator in order to facilitate
the operator's'entry. 	 Each entry is checked for validity and then
.. converted into test sequence data.	 The test sequence data is placed
r` directly into the test sequence data list, which resides in memory.
The On-Line Translator also allows the reviewing and/or modification
of existing test sequences.
4.3
	
Sequence Initiation
There are four methods by which a sequence can be initiated:
1.	 Manually:	 where the operator selects and initiates the sequence
through the CADU keyboard.
2.	 Clock: 'where the sequence is initiated at a specified real time.
r
3.	 Monitor:	 where the sequence is repeatedly initiated at a specified }t {
cyclic rate'.
4.	 Remote:	 where the sequence is initiated from a remote location.
4.4	 Sequence Execution
A sequence can be,.executed at any one of four independent levels.
N
These levels are designated A, 'B, C, and D.	 A sequence is assigned Y
r3
Lo r:i level during execution initiation. Since these levels are inde-
pendent, the tetit composer need not be concerned as to which level
his sequence is to be executed.
Level. Priority
u
Amsociat'ed with each level is a priority counter.. The contents of
this counter determine the number of elements a level.'will execute
before transferring control to the next level. The cycling, of the
levels is as follows:
E(A1),E(A2),... ,E(An)
E(B1),E(B2),...,E(Bn)
E(C1),`E(C2),... ,E(Cn)
E(Dl),E(D2),...,E(Dn)
E(An+l),E(An+2),...,E(An+n)
E(Dn+l),E(Dn+2),... ,E(Dn+n)
E(A2n+l),E(A2n+2),...,E(A2n+n)
Y
i	
Modes_
A sequence can be executed in two 'different modes 	 continuous or
segment. The primary difference between these modes is with the exe-
cution of the Display element. This element is normally executed only
in the segment mode, and it always causes element execution to stop.
Therefore, the "segments" in segment mode are defined by the Display
element,
Read Monitor Status is  modified form of the segment mode. The differ-
ence being that in this mode only those sequences that have a change in
monitor status are executed.
vy.
F
where E is an element; processor; A, By C, D denote the levpl)a .; and n is
the priority count. If a particular level is not executing a sequence,
it is removed from the element execution cycle.
Timing
Since all sequences share the same resources, element execution may
have to wait because a required resource is not available. Also,
the time between elements will vary depending upon the number of
active levels.
1.e
4.5 Resource Allocation
The purpose of resource allocation is to assigr, he available hardware
and software resources to various functions only for the time than they
are required. Thus, a particular resource, such as the Measurement
Unit, is not tied up by a single sequence but passes from level to
level as needed.
There are two categories of resources: hardware and software. The
hardware resources are: SSU's, SGU's, MU's, MSU's, timers, and display.
The software resources are the four levels of sequence execution. Level
A is dedicated to Monitor sequence execution when they are enabled.
Level B is dedicated to clock initiated sequences when they are enabled.
When either of the above is disabled, the respective level becomes an
allocatable resource.
Whenever an element requires a resource, it tries to allocate it. If
the resource is available, the element is executed. If the resource
is not available, control is transferred to the next active level.
On the next level cycle, the element again tries to allocate the re-
source and the operation is repeated.
4.6 Control and Display Unit
4.6.1 Alphanumeric Display Unit (ADU)
The ADU is divided into four fields: level dedicated lines, work
area, systems message line, and keyboard response line (see Figure 2).
LINE	 ADU	 LEVEL
4
1
2
3
r 4
5
7
9
10
11f,
12
SE` NAME - S -	 MILESTONE
SEQ NAME - S -	 MILMONE
SEQ NAME - S -	 MILESTONE
SEQ NAME - S -	 MILESTONE
WORK AREA
SYSTEM MFSSAGES
KEYBOARD RESPONSES
A
B
C
D
Figure 2
4.6.1.1 Dedicated Level Linen
Each level has dedicated to it one of the first four lines. In
each of these lines the first eight characters display the name
of the sequence currently being executed; the tenth character
is the level status; and the last ten characters are for mile-
stone messages. The level status is:
r
	
_r
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R sequence is Running
D sequence is Displaying
S sequence is Suspended because of a delay in element execution
or waiting for a hardware response
W sequence is Waiting; for a resource (other than the ADU)
A sequence is Aborted due to an operator command
P sequence is Aborted due to a programming error
E sequence as Aborted due to a hardware error
M sequence Is Aborted (bie to a ma t.h oij t. of bounds error
N sequence needs the ADU
The milestone message is updated and displayed each time a Milestone
element is executed. Initially, the milestone message "ST ARTED"
is displayed-.- ' Any time a. Display element cannot allocate the
display resource, the milestone message associated with the level
is replaced by "DISP REQ".
4. 6.1. 2 Work Area
These six ADU lines, along with the Microdata Assembly, are the
display resource.
4.6.1.3 System Messages
r`
Messages pertaining to the operation of the OCS System are displayed
on this.line.
4.6.1.4 Keyboard Responses
All inputs entered through the CADU alphanumeric keyboard are
displayed on this line.
4.6.2 Mlicrodata Assembly (MA)
.This unit, 'along with the six line ADU work area, is the display
resource.
4. 6.3 Display Resource
The display resource is utilized by the Display element', the On-Line
Translator, • and those pushbutton programs that require cues.
F	 ^
Test Protection
	
I
Protection Keys	 t
Associated with each sequence are five protection keys. The purpose
of these keys is to prevent improper operation or alteration of the
sequence. These protection keys are:	 1
1. Review inhibit
s
2. Modify inhibit
1
3. Delete inhibit
x	 4. Keyboard .Execution inhibit
5. Call Execution inhibit
6If the key is on, set to one, the function is inhibited. These keys
are set during initial translation and cannot be altered.
Password
The function of the password is to allow only authorized personnel
access to a sequence.	 If no password is specified t the sequence
has public access.
4.8	 Identification
Sequence
A sequence will be identified by an eight character alphanumeric name.
Switch Points
MSU and SSU switch points will be identified by two .methods: 	 a standard
OCS nomenclature and a spacecraft identification.
1.	 The standard OCS nomenclature will be of the form:	 MSUn.xxx or
SSUn.xxx where n is the unit number and xxx is the switch point number.
2.	 The spacecraft test point identification is a seven character alpha-
numeric name.
Data Cells
Associated with each level is a set of ten data cells. 	 The purpose of
these data cells is to facilitate the handling of variables by the
elements.	 Each data cell is capable of handling a 32 binary bit value
and a four character unit identification.	 These data cells are identi-
fied by DO through D9.
Data Constants
Data constants that are used in element execution are specified by a
type code and enclosed in parenthesis.	 The type codes are:
X - hexadecimal
I _ decimal integer
F - floating point decimal
If a type code is not specified, the default is floating point decimal
(The maximum floating point number held in the computer is 9.999 X 1062),
Examples: -X(A13F) the hexadecimal number A13F	 (maximum four hex digits)
1(5)	 the decimal integer 5
F(2.5)
	
the floating point decimal 2.5
: j An alphanumeric character string uses the dollar sign ($) for delimiters.
Example:	 $AMPLIFIER A01 TEST$ x
1
1
i
- r
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5.0 Element Description
The following pages are detailed descriptions of the TOOL elements
arranged in alphabetical order. The element examples are for the
Off-Tine (TLA) Translator. Each example is presented first in the
full verbal form and second in the abbreviated form. Page 53
is a table listing the elements in alphabetical order. Page 54
is a table listing of the elements in numerical order.
000
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AGAIN
Mnemonic: AG
Element Code: X'06'
^j
Introduction: This element defines the terminal boundary of a DO loop.
Examples:
I
P I ELEMENT 
	 MOD I r 1 ER_( S)
S 2	 3	 4 S 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 1 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 5o 51 52 53 54 55 5r 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64	 b5
P., f
F 1 ER( S)
0
4
BEGIN
Mnemonic BG
Element Code: X'01'
i
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to define the beginning of a sequence.
Modifiers a Name; up to eight characters
b,. Type of Sequence (Optional)
1, Manually initiated (default, assumed if no type given)
2,, Clock initiated (C), requires spacecraft time: day:hour:minute:second: ms
3. Monitor (M), requires:
Cycle time (2 sec to 24 hours) hour:minute:second
C. Password; up to four characters (optional); the user must know this password to access
this sequence,
	
ld. Protection keys: setting the key inhibits the function (optional
1. Review (R)
2. Modify (M)
3. Call Execute (E)
4. Keyboard Execute (K)
5. Delete (D)
e. Examples:
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 7 1 8 9 10 1 11 12 1 13 11 4 15 16 17 1 18 19 1 LV 1 2i 1 22 1'232 1 2.4  1 95 1 96 1 27 128129130) , 31 ^ 32 33' 34 35 36 ^ 37 i 38 39 40 41 42 43 1 dd 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 50 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 1 64 65
S^ z N	 ^^ 5T o
	
t
This example uses all default options; it has public access and no protection.
N
BEGIN
IP11  ELEMENT 
	
MO D I F i E R( S
1 2	 3	 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4'0 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
TzM^TST C
T2930
^ C
-
s .^ Ti m T ^S ^,^ L q C K to ^; ry
^^ I HT-TTT---'I- T- F M IT
These two examples show a chock initiated test to be run the fourth day on the sixth
hour,
P	 ELEMENT	 MOD I FI ER( S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 it 12 13 14 i5 I6 17 18 19 ZO 21 22 23 2a ?5 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
1
 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
	 C
$ £ C^ Z ^	 t^ ^ I.! 't- ^. ^  i ^ c - tie , 3 c1 K ^ S '	 ^ ^. -t-	 -
g ^.^^ h=	 5 T #A J I`: -c iZ o 	 3
1
These two examples show a monitor initiaLed test to be run every lq minutes;
the first example uses a password "KASK" and is protected against deletion.
1-j
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,CALL
Mnemonic: CALL
Element Code: X' 03'
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to call another sequence.
Modifier: Sequence name
Example:
IELEMENT I I MOD1 FI ER( S
1 2 a"3 04 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 <29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 ,44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 5 55 56 5: 58 59 60 61 62 a3 at 65
LL, A t_51
Discussion:	 After the called sequence has comp leted execution, the element immediately following the
CALL is executed. Four levels of calls may be used, that is, a CALL may call a sequence
which contains a CALL to another sequence, whicli contains 	 and so on to four calls depth.
;I
n	 ,^
1
t
Element code: X°OD°
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to set the various condition flags dependent upon the
contents of a data cell. (The "EVALUATE" element also sets condition flags)
NOTE:. If the "CHECK" element is to be used to check values supplied by a "MEASURE4.
keep in mind that the measured values are in the proper order of magnitude to have
the units of Hz, microseconds, volts or milliamps associated with them. If the	 -
"Check" is against some other order of magnitude the value read by nNEASURE" must be
adjusted using an "EVALUATE" element. (It is suggested that the new units associated
with the data be entered at that time using the "Units of results" option in Tip IALUATE".
Example, it is desired to check a voltage signal against ± 50mv. First multiply (using
"EVALUATE") the value read by "MEASUREf° by 1000 to produce mv. Then check against 50.
Types: 1. Limits (L)
The contents of a data cell are compared algebraically with the specified limits. As a
result of the compare, the following condition flags are set. These condition flags are
to be used by the t°IF" element. The check values may also be displayed (see "DISPLAY" element).
a. Over Limits	 (OV)
b. Under Limits	 (UN)
C. In Limits	 (IN) (equal to limits is considered in limits)
d. Out of Limits	 (OT)
Modifiers
a. Upper limit value or data cell
	 {
b. Lower limit value or data cell
c. Data cell containing value to be checked: DO through D9 (default is DO)
Examples:
fP ^ 	 E L E MEN	 M 0 D I F i E R( S 3	 I
1 2 93 04 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 n 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 dl <2 44 45 36 E7 d8 49 50 51 52 33 54 q^ Sc 5` 58 59 60 61 62 O3 6t 65
14-,+1F, 1+1 1 1
4
1-i
W
.^	 y
CHECK
P	 E L E ME N T	 MO D I F t . E R( S
1 2 3 4 5 T67 8 9 t0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 31 +2 43 44 45 46 t7 
48 49 50 51 52 53 5 .5 Sc +7 58 59 66 61 62 63 64 65
C 	 ^D^,^1 v 1 17^
In this example cell D4 is compared to a'high limit in D3 and a low limit of 1.01.
2. Logical (M)
The contents of a data cell are exclusively or`d with the-specified mask to detect a match.
As a result the following condition flags are set:
a• Equal (EQ); all resulting bits are zero
b. Not Equal (NE); not all bits are zero
Modifiers
a. Data cell; DO through D9 (default is DO)
b. Mask; up to 16 binary bits, right justified, or a data cell. (Left bits always zero)
Examples:
P'	 ELEMENT
	
.M OD i F ! ER( S )
1` 2	 3	 4 5 6' 7 8_ 9 10 it 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 82 33 34 35 36 37 _38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 53 51 52 53 54 55 50 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 of
C^ ^- ^A^, D t X^ 1 04 E
In t is examp le -.the contents of cell
I	 I	 i	 -T 	 UT
Dl are exclusive or l d to the hinary
e^
i1 2	 3	 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 ^24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 ^34
«lll 35- 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
43 44 45 46 47 48 49^ 50 51 52 53 5 55 56 5? 59 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
_
T1 1
In this example cell zero is Exclusive or l d to the binary mask in cell D2.
3. Contact (C)
The following condition flags are set by the contents of a data cell.
a. Open (OP); data cell equals zero
b, Closed (CL) data cell not equal to zero
Modifiers:
a. Data cell; DO through D9 (default is DO)
Example:
P , EL `NAE -NT	 MO D I F I E R( S)
l
3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 V 22 23 24 25- 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 tit 43 44 45 46 4: 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 5- 55 59 60 61 62 aY 64 65
f
34
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CLEAR
Mnemonic CL
Element Code: X'14'
Introduc •_ion: The purpose of this element is to clear a functional unit. -This element deallocates.
	 .
the unit specified. "CLEAR ALL" deallocates all resources used by the level of con-
currency executing the clear element. 	 i
Modifiers- 1. SSUn; where n is the unit number
2. MSUn; where n is the unit number
3. ALL (SGU, SSU, MSU, MU, Interrupt, AD -LT, and any ot]-her level started by this se(jaence
Example:
P	 ELEMENT
	
MO D i F I E R{ S)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15 16 17 16` 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 35 39 40 .1 42 4? 44 45 46 47 48 <4 50 51 52 53 5 55 Sc 5: & 5i -Lc cC	 'o ,a4 c5
^.
	
L LX 1 1'	 1	 i	 {T11	 I II	 MI	 . t	 1	 1
^^.^^.^II
	
^( ^^^!^'^^!_1 fill{!!	 II II!!I	 i	 II 1I	 IIII(I I I'(!l^^I[lE:t[t1ii C^^^^^ ,^
1
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tCONNECT
Mnemonic:	 CN
Element Code: X`07'
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to energize SSU switches.	 It allocates the appropriate
SSU and SGU. WARNING, if the SGU has not been commanded off prior to issuing' a
"CONNECT" the selected point will receive whatever stimulus the SGU is producing.
Modifiers:	 SSU Unit and switch point numbers n.xxx or spacecraft I. D.
Examples.
P	 ELEMENT MO D I FI ER( S1
l 2	 3	 4 5 6 7 '8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 4S 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 5 Sn 57. 58 5460 61 62 63 04 5
cT
SS U 1 oQ 3
C 5^ ^, e C C 3
These two ex?mnles connect the third switch p oint in the first and second switch units.
38 1 391i 40 1 41 I 42 431 441 45 1 46 I 47 1 <B 1 49 5l'I Ni 1 52+ 531f 541 r I 	 	 I59 1 59 16i i	 !162 103 :4 05
	
P
	 ELEMENT	 MODI F I ER( S)
1	 2	 3	 4 5 6	 7 9	 9 10 ll	 2  1 3 14 115 116 117 118 119 120 1 21 1 22 1 23 124 125 126 127 128 1 291 30 1 31 1 32 1 33 1 34 1 35
9 i r t	 1 ' ' '
 1 1' IThis example, connects the switch point 1 with the symbolic name of CRAFTIU.
.	 r
a,
CONNECT
I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1819 20 2! 22 23 F24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 .,49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
S S
	
0 C>
1
This example connects points 3 in switching unit 1.
s	
.
Discussion: In an SSU only one non-latching switch can be connected at any one time, but any number
of discrete switches can be connected. k non-latching switch will open upon the next
SSU command, a latching switch will stay closed until it is disconnected or they are
all cleared-.
When a SSU switch is' specified, &-5 ms delay in element execution will occur after the
switch has been selected,
r
.	
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DELAY
Mnemonic: DL
Element Code: X'OF`
Introduction: The purpose of this element is todelay element execution for a .specified period of
time.
Modifier: Time Value: 5 ms up to 99 minutes; min: sec: ms
Examples:
P ELEMENT MODi F'1 ER( S)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 :-1 i8 19 20 21 22 23 24 2 26 27 28 29 3' 32 33	 34 35 36 37 38 3c 41 42 43 4d 45 46 47 45 .c 50 v 52 :zr34 55 59 59 a^ o'. -= a D4 we i
ALA Y `
ti L C 5
^S^ t
The first example delays execution 5 milliseconds. The second example delays execution
5k seconds.
Discussion: This element will insure that the minimum delay will be as specified; however, due to the
concurrency of testing, the delay may exceed the given value. The level issuing the delay
element will suspend operation while the delay is taking place.
W.
4
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DISCONNECT
Mnemonic: DC
Element Code: X'08'
	
JJ
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to de-energize sSU switches but not to deallocate them. 1
Modifiers: SSU number and switch point on .xxx or spacecraft I.D. (if no switch point is specified,
non-latching switch is assume.)
Examples'
P	 ELEMENT
	
MO D F F I ER( S) I
2 3 4 a 7 8 K
^
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 .'_t 26 27 28 29 30 V 32 n 34 35 36 '37 33 39 <0 41 42 43 d4 45 +6 4- +8 +9 5o 51 52 53 - =5 56 5_ 58 =9 60 61 02 ai	 05
	
S	 ^C Q _S
i	 i
i IT1111
The first example disconnects point 25 on switching unit 1.	 The second example
disconnects point 30 on unit 1.
Discussion: A 5 ms delay in element execution will occur after all switches have been de-energized.
cF
i
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DISPLAY
Mnemonic: DP
Element Code: X'13'
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to give the sequence writer the capability to display
information on the Alphanumeric Display Unit (ADU) or to select a Microdata Assembly
(MA) frame. The writer has one of six lines of 21 characters each available on the
ADU plasma in which to display his message.
The execution of the sequence will stop after the display is presented. If. data is to
be entered from the keyboard due to instructions given in the display, the completion
of entering data (i.e., depression of the "Enter Data" button) will continue execution;
otherwise, the "Run Continuous" or "Run Segment" button (depending upon which type of
execution is being run) must be pushed to continue execution. If several display
lines are to be presented at once on the ADU or if the MA is to be selected and lines
are to be displayed on the ADU at the same time, the "0 (Ampersand) modifier :must be
used., This modifier will allow another display element to present its data without
w
stopping between displays (the first "Display" element in a string arrays clears
displays before presenting its information) If the %" option is to be used and any
"display" element in the string has the AMD option, all elements must have the AMID option.
When input is specified it mush be entered in one of the forms shown on Page 6.
This element will allocate the display resource (MA and ADU) if the resource is not
available, it will wait until it can allocate the displays.
Types:; I. Message'(M), this type: allows the vNriter to present one line of information on the ADU
orb select an MA frame. If several lines are to be presented, the "0 modifier must be
present to display all the lines at once.
Modifiers:
a.: All Mode Display (AMID)', optional. If this option is used the display will always
be presented. If this option is not used, the display will only appear when the
sequence is running in. segment mode
0
t
{
i_	 t
DISPLAY
b.. Input (I), optional (if the input option is used the 15O option may not be used)
1) Data G-ell; DC through D9 (DO is default case)
2) Units, if required for identification of the type of units the Data Cell contains.
If the message request: the operator to enter information through the keyboard s this
"input s", information tells where the keyboard input should be placed.
c. Device
l) ADU, requires a line number L through 6 (default is Line 1), or
2) "MA, requires a frame number, four octal digits.
d. Message; up to 20 characters inclosed by $ signs (valid only for ADU device).
e. "&" (optional); if the last character in the "Display" element is an & signs the
"Display" element immediately following will be displayed on the screen at the same
=time as the original Display(s). If the next element is not a "Display" element,
the & will be ignored.
Examples:
ELEM EN T 	 M O. D I I= I E R S}
I Z 13 3 9 4 5 66
+
7 8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 I5 16 17 18 14 20 21 22 23 24 25 a6 27 238 29 30 31 1 32'^ 33 ! 34 31` 136 371 38 39 40 41 1 42 43 1 44 45 1 46 47 48 44 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 1 61 62 63 bt 65
J^t.. D bU ;'
D 2 V LTS' hV ftA M Z tv^ 1 0 $
m
In this example the first display element writes a message in line five and links to-the
second element. The second writes the rest of the message on line two and expects a value
to be entered which will be placed in Data Cell D2. The sequence will stop and wait for
the input.
N
F-+ t
MOD I F I ER( S )
DISPLAY
f	 I	 i	 i	 f	 I	 I	 !
In this example the
	
element selects an MA, frame if the segment is being run
in segment mode; if the segment is being -run in the continuous mode, this element is not	 :•
executed.
2. Parameter '(t'),' this type will display on the ADU a floating point value from a data cell(and units, if desired).
Modifiers
a All Mode Display (MD), Optional
b. ADU line number from 1 to 6 (default is dine 1)
c. Data Cell, DO through D9 (default is DO)
d. Units, up "o four characters, optional F
e. & (optional), causes link to next display before stopping
3. Results (R) this . type will display on the ADU the results of the Last "Cheek." element.
All values will be displayed (es'.';.; if the last check was a check limit, the high, test
and low values will be displayed on three lines).
Modifiers:
a. All Mode Display (AND), optional
b. ADU line number '1 through 6. The element may display more thanone line; this will
be the first line used. (Default is line 1.)
C. & (optional) causes kink to next display before stopping.
:J
--A
The first line will display on line 1 the contents of Data Cell D2 and the word Irmes."
It will Link to the second element which will display the Last check values on line two
down.
I	
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DO
Mnemonic: DO
Element Code:	 1050
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to define the start of a repeatable set of elements and
the repetition count.
Modifier: Repetition count: 0 to 255
Example:
1 2	 3	 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
i
13	 14	 15 16 17 1., i9 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 137 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 4' 48 49 3Z 51 52 52 55 5c 5' 5S 59 63 61 ^62
Discussion: The. DO and AGAIN elements combine to form the boundaries of a set of repeatable elements.
This set of elements is called a "do loop." Associated with this do loop is a count
which determines the maximum number of repetitions. When the DO element is executed,
a counter is set up. Then the elements between the DO and AGAIN are executed. The
AGAIN element decrements the counter by one. If the counter is greater than zero, a
	 1
branch back to the element which immediately follows the DO is executed. If the counter
is equal to zero, the element immediately following the AGAIN is executed.
No branching is allowed within a do loop. Hence, neither the CALL nor prefixed elements
are allowed. Nesting of do loops is not allowed.
e6
tEND
Mnemonic END
Element Code. X02''
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to define the end of a test sequence. It is not an
I
	 executable element but simply a delimitor. If the "End" element is the end'of
the highest level sequence,, it will deallocate all resources presently allocated
to the level of concurrency through a "CLEAR ALL." Physically as well as logically
the last element of every sequence must be an "END" element.
Modifier: One alphanumeric character label (optional) if no character is given "A" (normal end)
Example;
P	 ELEMENT
	
MDDI F! ERA S}
1 2 3 4 5 6	 7 8 9 f 10 11 12 l3 14,15 15 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 1 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 4E 49 50 51 52 53	 i5 5,- 1-5 135 139 160 161
g	 5
	 TT	 I I	 I I I I IT
M-FTIT1111 -FTHITI 11 -M 1 11 Hil I 1 11 1
Discussion: In a monitor test the alphanumeric label is used to determine the monitor status. For
initialization purposes the alphabetic "A" is considered the normal, or error free, end.
Each time the monitor sequence is completed the modifier of the End element is compared.
to the modifier of the End element reached the previous time the monitor ran. If the
modifiers are the same (ie, the same End element was reached both times) nothing happens;
however, if they are not the same (that is, a different End element was encountered on
the subsequent running) the Monitor Status Change light for the appropriate monitor is
turned on
64 165
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EVALUATE
Mnemonic:	 EV
Element Code: X'OB'
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to perrorm operations with the contents of data cells.
The algebraic condition flags will be set according to the resultant
contents of the data cell and can be interrogated with the "IF" element.	 The general
form of the Evaluate is: 	 RESULTS = OPERANDI OPERhSOR OPERAND2. 	 (The "Check" element
also sets condition flags.	 The "Evaluate" will set conditions PIUS, hITTJS or MRO).
A data cell may be loaded by equating to a fixed value as in the fifth example.
Modifiers:	 1. Results; data cell DO through D9
2. Operands
a.	 Data cell DO through D9
b.	 Constant
3. Operators
a.
	
Addition
b.	 Subtraction	 -
c.	 `'Multiplication K
{ d.- Division
e .
	
And
f.	 Or
g. 	 Exclusive Or
4. Units for results (optional); up to four characters.
Examples:
IP I	 ELEMENT M0 D 1 F 1 E R( S)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 li 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3013! 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 22 43 4A 45 46 4' t3 49 50 51 32 ti 5 55 5c 5- 53 5a _ti di a2 at 65]21
lu.--
U IArl y^ ^ ID^=D^^F C ^oc;^ ^ ^H mS LU. -,
t

GOTO
Mnemonic GOTO
Element Code X` 04`
Introduction: This element unconditionally branches to a prefixed element within a test sequence.
Modifier: element identification number
Example.
P 1	 ELEMENT  I I MO Q I F 1 E R( g
N
CO
^ M
0s
IF
Mnemonic: IF
Element Code: V OE t
Introduction.: This element is a conditional branch to a prefixed element within the sequence. If the specified
flag is on, the branch is executed to the "Prefixed Element." If the flag is off, the
next sequential element is executed.
Modifiers: I. Flags
a. Algebraic
1) Over limits	 (0V)
2) Under limits (UN)
3) In limits	 -(IN)
4) Out of limits (OT)
5) Plus	 (PL)
6) Zero	 (ZE)
7) Minus	 (MI)
b. Logical
1) Equal
	 (EQ)	
.,
2) Not Equal	 (NE)
c. Contact Closure
1) Open	 (OP)
Z') Closed	 (CL)
2. Alternate Element Prefix Number
Examples:
0
P E LEMENT MOD I F! ER( S)
1 <2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1.7 18 20 21 22 23 24' 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 34 40 41 42 A3 u 45 46 47 48 4c k 51 c_ S-3 5 75 z 5- a 5= 5: c` tT a ±^
t F EQ0A
IF ^ ► td
L M sT S #
,
1 T- 1-
ti
INTERRUPT
Mnemonic:
Element Code: X110'
Introduction: The purpose ^f this element is to provide a time dependent interrupt of element execution.
Only one interrupt will be active per level of concurrency. If more than one interrupt is
issued in a level all but the last will be ignored,. When an interrupt timer times out the
level of concurrency will be aborted. This interrupt timer is started with the intent of being
turned off before it times out. If it does time out an unconditional branch to the end element
is executed as soon as the present element has completed execution and the sequence is aborted.
Types 1 Timer On (ON)
Modifier:
Time interval (T) 5 ms up t0, 79
 minutes; min: sec: ms
Example
P	 E L EWIENT	 MOD 1 F d E R( S)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17[1 8  19 20 21'22 2:3 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 53 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 	 55 56 57 SS 59 60 61 6,
A. P T `-
	
U I? T 	 e 5 0
641651E
+4^ -41	 1 1 1 1 I rT-TT-Fl-l--[---1	 -H-F-	 I I I I---- ---I 	 1 11
 
The first example will start a timer which will cause an exit after 12 seconds. The second
will cause an exit after 850 ms
2. Timer Off (OFF)
Modifiers None
A.
w0
c6
" -A
Example:
R23 ELEMENT	 MOD l F I EP( S)5 6 78 9 10 11 12' 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22	 24 25 26 < 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41' 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
 R uP	 F F
This example turns off an interrupt timer started previously by this level of concurrency.
wt-+
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Mnemonic: MT
Element Code: X109'
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to control the operation of the 14easurement Unit NO
and Xeasurem.ent Switching Unit NSU)a This element allocates the appropriate MU and
NBU^' performs the measurement and deallocates the units. The a pproximate expected
value is used to range the hardware. If there is any question as to the magnitude
of the approximate value expected ., a lower than anticipated voltage should be used.,
a shorter than anticipated period should be used or a higher than anticipated fr-q-?ency
should be used. The system will automatically range to get an accarate value.
NOTE: If a voltage of less than l.OV is specified a 5 ms delay occurs before measure-
ments begin.
The values produced by the "MEASURE" element for analog signals are Hz, volts, milli-
seconds or milliamps `t hese units will b y
 entere3 in the data cell in which the data
is stored. Should the test writer desire to use the data in some other units the
"EVALUATE" element should ` be used to change the order of magnitude. (It is suggested
that the new units associated with the data be entered at this time using the "Units
of results ?? option in "EVALUATE") Example ., it is desired to hold the time measured
in seconds rather than milliseconds. The data produced by WI"ISURE I' should be divided
by 1000 using "EVALUATE" and the data will then reflect the proper 	 of magnitude
for seconds.
Types: 1. DC Voltage (DC)
Modifiers
a. MU and MSU identification; n.xxx or spacecraft I.D. name.
b. Data Cell for results; DO through D9 (DO is default case)
e. Voltage expected
Value; 10 my to 40 v
d. Repetitive (optional), takes several samples (up to 63)
1) Time interval over which samples are to be taken; 500 us to 100 ms (by even 100 us
steps); ms:us
2) Number of samples to be taken
3) Type of results
a) Average value (A)
b) Maximum value (M) w
0
J
MEASURE
e. Examples:
P.^' ` ELEMEVT ^MDI F	 E R {
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11112 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 341 35 36 37 38 39 40 si 42 43 4t 43 46 47 53 5 55
	 56	 S.	 SS 59160 61
	
62 63
	 6548 s9 50 51 52
Su R^
^T^t t S ©^ Nnn 13 ^R i S V^A--
 ► a v DZ 1 X00 t ]ITJTT
-IT
The first example measures DC voltage at MU 1 from MSU point 3 into Cell D2 with the
expected value of
	 10 mv..	 The second and third example measure DC	 at	 MU 1, point 10
into Cell D2 with the expected value of near I volt.
	 The measurements will be taken
over a period of lk ms and the average of 15 samples will be recorded.
2. AC Voltage -(AC)
Modifiers
a. MU and MSU; n..xxx or spacecraft I.D. name
b. Data Cell; DO throu gh D9 (default is DO)
c. Peak Voltage expected
Value; 50 my to 40 v
d. Frequency expected
Value; 0.1 Hz to 100KHz
NOTE:	 If the frequency is greater than 10 KHz, the maximum amplitude is limited to
10 volts peak.	 If the frequency is .less than 1OHz for a peak measurement the
e. Type measurement wanted
	
repetitive mode is suggested to assure accurate results.
30 	 Peak (P)
2 ) , P14S	 (R)
w	 t
^A
1 2	 3	 4 5 6 7 "8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 ti 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 as 45 46 47 45 49 Sc 4 ^ -^ 5? ;s 55 5` 5' Sa 5^ ? 61 ^= ai :a
th u R ^ A C 1 o a ^^ I o 0 V'n i oc H Rm S ^^^c g £^ ^-^ ^1 tX rr,U c4^
X11 AC- 1 o o 3 ' c'o' v 1 0 o tA L R ZO 1*A
rt- F I FTI C
These examples both measure the RMS value of the AC voltage on point 2 of MU number 1.
The measurement is taken 20 times and the maximum reading is recorded in Cell D0.
3. Frequency (F)
Modifiers:
a. MU and MSU; n.xxx or spacecraft I.D. name
cbb. Data Cell; DO through D9 (default is DO)
c. Peak voltage expected
Value; 50 my to 40 v	 j
NOTE: If the frequency is greater than 10KHz, the maximtun amplitude is limited to
10 volts/peak.
	
i
d.- Point of Measurement
1) -10%	 5) +10%
2) ®50	 °) +50
3) -25	 7) +25%
4) Zero (Z )	 8) D.C. Offset (averages signal to find zero point, valid only for
e. Frequency	 repetitive signals))q	 Y	 P	
Value; 0.1 Hz to 100 KHz
i
2	 3	 41,^ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 5 55 50 5' 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
AI=- ^^^ tP^^'^^^t^CY jb 1 .7 o7V Z
1 7 0? 4' ( ^K t til
These exams
Ft I
es both measure freauencv of uoint 20 on MU 1.	 The
I	 i
second example wz1I take
the average of 10 samples of a signal riding 50% above zero level.
4. Phase (P) , phase difference is expressed in time (not degrees or radians)
Modifiers
a. MU and MSU; n.xxx or spacecraft I.D. name.
b. Data Cell; DO through D9 (default is DO)
C. Peak voltage, first signal.
Value; 50 my to 40 v
NOTE: If the time interval is less than 100 us, the maximum amplitude is limited to
10 volts/peak.
d. Peak voltage, second: signal.
Value; 50 my to 40 v
e. Interva l. expected
Value; l us to 1000 see; sec: ms :us
f	
_
w
t
This example reads into Cell DO the "phase" of point 15 which is a 100 my signal -i-rith an
expected phase difference of 1 ms,	 Note that point 15 must be one of the dual contact
switch points so that there are two signals to compare for the phase difference measurement.
5.	 Interval {I)
Modifiers:
a.	 MU and MSU; n.xxx or spacecraft I.D. name
b.	 Data Cell; DO through D9 (default is DO)
c..	 Peak voltage expected on Pulse Train A., Value; 50 my to 40 v
d.	 Peak voltage expected on Pulse Train B, if necessary, Value; 50 my to 40 v
e.	 Cycle time expected, Value; 1 us to 1000 sec; sec: ms: us
f.
	
Tnput Type
1)	 Single (S)
2)	 Dual (D)
g.	 Start measurement slope
1)	 Pcsitivve. (+)
2)	 Negative {-)
h.	 End measurement slope
1)	 Positive (+)
2)	 Negative (-)
NOTE:	 If dual pulse train is selected, the start slope is from bus A and the end
slope is from bus B.
i.	 point of 'Measurement of Pulse train A
1)	 -10°	 5) +10%
2)	 ®50	 6) +50
3)	 -25	 7) +25%
4)	 Zero (Z')	 8) D.C. Offset (averages signal to find zero point, valid only
for repetitive signals)
j.	 Point of Measurement of Pulse Train B, if necessary
1)	 -100
.
	5) +10%
2)	 -50	 6) +50
3)-25	 7) +^5%
4)	 Zero (Z)	 8) D.C. Offset (averages si`nal  to find zero point, valid only
for repetiti	 signals)
------- _...
J\
T 2	 3	 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 19 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 3<^ 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40	 41 42 43 44 45 45 47 46 ,9 G 51 52 53 _ r 5a S 58 54 SL' a1 ^% 53 34
v t^ 3; AIL , k. 0 1 S 3 1 o G V j 1 01. nm V
MEASURE
Examples
P ELEMENT MO®E F I ER( S.)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8! 9 10 11 12 13 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 '24 25 26 27 28 29 3", 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 A6 47 4S 49 50 51 52 53 35 56 517 53 59 a? 61 62 6; 64 65 ct14 15
lY1 0 I C? 2 2 01 Clip t! C' D O S t "T
^A t.5 1 .^ o^ a^ e ^ b O L 5 '{' '^
I f
The first two examples read into Cell DO the time that the signal on point 22 is in
the positive state.	 The third example reads the length of the entire pulse,
6.	 Totalizing, Pulse Count (T)'
 Note: The maximum count is 10,000
:Modifiers
a. Mil and MSU;' n.
b.. Data Cell; DO through D9 (default is DO)
C. Peak voltage
Value; 100 my to 40 v
d. Time interval over which count is to take place (T); 	 1 ms to 1D0 min, min: sec: ms
e. Examples:
P	
9	 E LE MENTi MO®I F 	 ER( S')
1 T	 3	 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3C' 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 4S sv 5 3? 52 53 5S 56 5'. 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65	 t
S t; s^^^
 TO T A L ! 0
-L S 1) 3 3 V © ^ ^ Z ^j ti? e LE
c^
ti
1	 1 2 3 4 5 . b 7 8 { 9 111 11 12 13 14 15 l d f 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2d 25 26 27 28 29 30 3 i 3? 33 34 35 36 37 36 34 SO 41ttt
M EA, sT ^	 ^ T A CT
 3 l c^^^, 5 E
f1
-The second example places the contact mask into Cell DO.
8. Digital Data (DD)
Modifiers:
a. MU and MSU; n..xxx or spacecraft I.D. name
b. Data Cell.; DO through D9 (default is DO)
C. Types
1) dual input (D)
2) single input (S)
d.. ,Exampl,e
45 1 46 1 47 1 49 1 49 1 sl 51 f 521 s3 j X55 1 -s, 1 57 t58l s 053 f 5t
9. Voltage Verify (VV), used to verify that the Measurement Unit if functioning properly.
' 'Modifier:
r	 a. Data Cell for results
b. MU number.(The 'voltage read should be 6.3a volts ± 5%)
-MO DI F 3 ER( S)
04 • 4 •
MILESTONE
Mnemonic:	 MI
Element Code: X'lb'
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to enable the sequence
 .^
writer to display a milestone
message on the ADU on the status line- associated with each level of concurrez^cy.	 The
message may be up to '10 characters in length and its purpose is to give the operator
	 .^
information on the status of a running sequence. (As the display resource is not re-
quired for execution of this element, the message is always displayed immediately when
it is encountered.)	 The sequence writer should take into account human reaction time
when setting up milestones as each message must remain long enough to be recognized
by the operator.
Example:
EI	 ELEMENT M0 D I F I E R( S}
1 2	 3	 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 4; 1 45 44 5;, 51 52 53 Sa _5 3--- 5 56 59 60 el 62 63 at
►^ ^-^ ST ►^^S cP^ S^ Z


^	 ^
^.^
START
Mnemonic: STRT
Element Code: X'17'
Introduction: This element will start another sequence on another level. If no levels are available,
the element will wait until one is available,
Modifier: The name of are existing sequence.
Example:
P 	 ELEMENT
	
ISO D I F I E R( S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 :10 11 P1 3 14 15 la 17 18 3i9 20 21 22 13 2a y 26 27 2S 29 30 3i 32 33 3t. 35 36 37 38 39 10 dl <2?	 45 db q 43 <D 5^ Sl S_ 53	 55 5--Ss 53 59 60 al 52 53 a4 05y
r	 STIMULATE
Mnemonic: SGU
Element Code: X'OA'
Introduction: The purpose of this element is to control the operation of the Stimulus Generator Unit.
The T1Connect" element controls the point to he stimulated. There are two techniques for
using the -"Stimulate" element. The first is to, issue a "CONNECT" and then a "STMIATE11
using the "Automatic Stimulate" option. The stimulus will start immediately and if it is
a continuous type signal will remain on until a "Stimulate Off" or "Stimulate Clear"
J_ s issued. The second technique to connect and use a "Stimulate It of types 4
thr u 8 vi.tzzout the AS option to select the proper type of stimulation.
-	 When the actual stimulation is desired, a"Stimmulate On" should
be issued and stimulation will occur with no delay. (It is acceptable to chang_ either
the "Stimulate or "Connect" element at any time the SGU is in the 'OFF" state). Mae
digital option is an exception to the above in that it does not use a "CONNECy^''Z.J
Types: 1 On (ON); this command begins,stimulation in the manner prescribed by a previous "Stimulate`
element
SGU Number
Example:
P	 C L E N1  EN T
	
O® i r 9 E R( S)
1 2	 3	 4 5 b . 7 8 9 10 171 13 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 4 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 .48
S i '.I^QL PC
Effi[
^
Je (St 01TIT n ffl t +t
56 157 1551591601 61
NOTE: If a "Stimulate ON" is issued before a "St-im-ulate" element -which sets up the parameters
is issued, an error results and no stimulation takes place. 	 cs
2. Off (OFF); this command ends stimulation and returns all outputs to a null ur zero
condition.
SGrJ Number
T
_	 4
3. Clear (CL); this command will turn off all stimulus and deallocate the SGU and SSU. It
should be used when the 'sequence has no further immediate needs for the stimulus resource.
Example:
P	 ELEMENT	 MODI FI ETA( S)
	
1 .
 2476
 7 8 9 10 1 (1 12 i3 - i4 15 Ib t = 78 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 ?9 3C 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 di S2 <3 44 d5 46 t7 48 s4 50 51 52 53
	 55 56 5'. 58 591	 bl 62 ai b; 55l+
	
4-1-
 L^
	 ILI	
;
	
i	
I 	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
_
Discussion: To allow for SGU setup, there is a 5 ms built-in delay after the element
is executed. SGU Clear is an exception to this. in D/A conversions the
delay is necessary only during the initial setup, that is, prior to the
first stimulation
Vii
It
r
r'	 tea.. 	 a	 •...'
STIMULATE
4.	 Waveform (WF)
Modifiers
Auer	 ?tic Stimulate (AS), optional.
	 This is used in place of "Stimulate On" -x eu desired.
b .	 y}
s)	 -Sine (SI)
2) ' 	Square (EQ)
S)	 Tr-,:ar^gl e	 (TR)
C.
	
Frequency
1)	 Constant; .l Hz to 100 KHz
2)	 Variable; Data cell DO through D9
d.	 Amplitude
1)	 Ov to.40v peak if frequency
	
!910 KHz (for sine wave the value may be entered as RMS, maximum
Ov to lov peak if frequency >10 KHz 	 value in nigh range is 28.28V, in low range 7.07 volts)
2)	 Variable; Data cell DO through °D9
e.	 SGU Number
f.	 Examples
P	 ELEMENT
	 ^ ^	 M0D1 1 F I  ER
1 2	 3	 g 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12, 13	 14	 15 16 17 iB` 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 31133 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 5' 38 59 &1 61 62 t.3 64 65
.^ u w^ S s 411 Z5 1
Both of these examples stimulate with 500 Hz, 32 volt peak sine wave.) the second starts stimulation
automatically. (using SGU -f1)
5. DC (DC)
Modifiers
a. Automatic Stimulate (AS), optional. This is used in place of "Stimulate On"	 desired.
b. _Types
1) Voltage (V)
a) Constant; 0 t + 40v
b) ._ Variable; data cell DO through D9
r<
—A
t61 02 63 64
C^
b. Pulse (P)
-"	 Modifiers:
a, Automatic Stimulate (AS), optional, This is used in place of "St-IMIl ate On" when desired.
b. Pulse description; ms us
1) Pulse width (W)
2) Pulse spacing (S) (Pulse width plus pulse spacing equals period}
NOTE: The width and spacing must be within the same time interval ranges. These
ranges are:
a) 5,,ns to 100 as
b) 100Jus to 1 ms
C) 1 ms to 10 ms
d) 10 ms to 100 ms
e) 100 ms to 1 sec,
C. Pulse .Count (C)
11 .1 to 1000 pulses
2) Continuous (CTS)
ti
2) Current (C)
a) Constant 0 to + 250 ma
b) Variable data cell DO through D9
ca SGU Number
d Examples.
E EME lT 	M0® t F t E RA S )
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 It 12 13 14 15 )b 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 23 25 25 27 ZB 29 30
Uq C d
 
 J i^	 a
F	
t'
!	 5C^^
	
D }	 p Z
45 146 1 471 4& 1 491 30151 1 521 5313,45-5 136 15-3T (32 4 33]34 4 35 4 36 4 374 38 4 34440 4 4i 142
STIMULATE
tA
STIMULATE
d.	 Amplitude
1)	 Voltage (V)
a)	 Constant
(1)	 Ov to + 40v if interval range ? 100Ls
(2)	 Ov to +-10v if interval range <-- 100Jus
b)	 Variable; data cell DO through D9
or 2)	 Current (MA)
a)	 Constant
(l)	 Oma to + 250 ma if interrupt range Z^ 100Jus
(2)	 Oma to	 133 ma if interrupt range	 1001s
b)	 Variable; data cell DO through D9
e.
	
SGU Number`
f.	 Examples
^ P	 hLEIVIE T	 I	 MOD I F i ER( S
1 2	 3	 4 5 6 7 8 9 1^ ;1 '2 '13	 14	 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3G 31 32 33' 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 41 45 46 47 48 4c 50 5 x c2 g3 54 55 5c 5" 58 50 60 01 o2 o3 64 o5
S l^ s m y SAT
Yet
LS k r^T^ S ^ 0 SP 1rC^ Z ^ u C0L' T ^cu. ^5 V 0 -v S
Skis LH d °. c^ Sc-^ 2 S J
I ! r ! T if
I	
7. D/A Conversion (DA); this will output analog signals either as a single value or in a
I
	
	
series of steps. The D/A conversion always starts immediately; therefore, if any corresponding
measurement is to be taken this must be setup beforehand.
Modifiers:
a. Interval between changes in output (T); up to 100 ms in even 100_ps steps; ms:)as
b. Count of total number of steps (C); max. 255
e. Value at each step
de SGU Number
Note: All of the steps !oust be in the same range. The ranges are: 0 to 1 volt,
1 to 10 volts, 10 to 40 volts.
co
m
J
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 ^17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27' 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 Al 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 5 k 57 '58 59 b3 61 02 o3 64 6.5
Is M U I_ A T ^.. D' I A ^- N, ti' ^- ^^ ^^ T M / D ^ O C u ^± t 5^ 5 'C !^ i ^ D d S T S t^ z ^' R[ _I
	 	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I 	 1--)ITIEIP131	 I 	 I
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	 I 	 I
^` ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ° O 5 i ^^ Z^ 3^ zU 1 v i
This example will send out a series of 5 steps going in order from 1 to 3 volts and
back to 1 volt.	 Each voltage level will be held for 10 ms.	 (using 5GU Number 1)
8.	 Digital (DG), this information is p2a ced on the 12 digital data lines immediately and will stay
there until' it is changed. 	 The 11 CONNECT" element is not used before this type of stimulate.
a.	 Data
1)	 Variable; DO through D9, 12 least significant bits
2)	 Constant; 12 binary bits (Enter as 3 Hex Digits)
) 	 Off; to clear the digital data to zeros
b ',SU Number
^ SPE L EMENT	 I IM O
:
 D i F 1 E R( S
V 2'	 3	 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23' 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 .;^ 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 04 65M
F mL) ^ A—T Dzy^1-3A- L b t
S .v, 2 )
G u L)i N, ®v
^I
a_
STOP
a
MnemonLc • STOP
`	
Element, Code: X'18'
Introduction: This element will terminate a sequence which is running on a different Level of
concurrency.. -It Will deallocate the level.
Example`
ELEMENT
	
MODIFIER(S)
S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13	 14	 15 ib 1T 18' l4 20 2i- 22 23 24 25 2b 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 3A 35 35 37 38 39 A0 <t 42 <3 A4 A5 A6 A7 t8 3 S 5i 52 53 Ss 55 577 58 5a ST c2 s3 ^r5
ff23
4[
-T l T u . s ^c^
Y

^. y
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ALPHABETIC ELEMENT LIST
NAME, MNEM CODE DESCRIP'T'ION
AGAIN A(,!o 06 Terminate DO Loop
B EGIN rtic 01 Beginning of Sequence
CALL, CAW, 03 Call Sequence
CIITe;CK CK OD Check Contents of Data Cell
CLEAR CT, 14 Clear Unit
CONNECT CN 07 Connect SSU switch
DELAY DL OF Delay Element Execution
DISCONNECT DC 08 Disconnect SSU Switch
DISPLAY DP 13 ADU or MA Display
DO DO 05 Start DO Loop
3
END END 02 End of Sequence
EVALUATE EV OB Evaluate Data	 <;
COTO COTO 04 Unconditional Branch to "Prefixed Element"
r;
IF IF OE Conditional Branch to "Prefixed Element"
INTERRUPT IT 10 Interrupt Element Execution
MEASURE MU 09 MU Control.
MILESTONE MI 16 ADU`Information Presentation
'
READ RD OC Read Data	 S.C.T. & PCM
RECORD RC 11 Record Data
f '• REPEAT FLAG RF 15 Repeatable Elements Flag_
^^
r
x STAIrT STICT 17 Starting a Sequence on Another Level 	 a
STIMULATE SGU OA SGU Control
STOP STOP 18 Stopping a`Sequence on Another Level
'141AIT11 171 ,'R 12 Transmit Data
r	 ,
ir
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NUMERICAL ELEMENT LIST
CODE MNEM NAME DESCRIPTION
01 BG BEGIN Beginning of Sequence
02 END END End of Sequence
03 CALL CALL Call Sequence
04 GOTO GOTO Unconditi(:)nal Branch to "Prefixed Element)
05 DO DO Start DO W.,00p
06 AG AGAIN Terminate DO Loop
07 CN CONNECT Connect SSU Switch
08 DC DISCONNECT Disconnec=t SSU Switch
09 MU MEASURE MU Control
OA SGU STIMULATE SGU Control
OB EV EVALUATE Evaluate Data
OC RD READ Read Data
OD CK CHECK Check Contents of Data Cell
OE IF IF Conditional Branch to "Prefixed Element"
:	 ?	 OF DL DELAY Delay Element Execution
1.0 IT INTERRUPT Interrupt Element Execution
11 RC RECORD Record Data
12 TF TRANSFER Transmit Pata
13 DP DISPLAY ADU or MA !Display
14 CL CLEAN _Clear Unit'	 R;	 :
x?	 15 RF REPEAT FLAG Repeatable Element Flag
16 MI- MILESTONE ADU Informati,on Presentation
17 STRT START Starting a'Sequence on Another Level
18 STOP STOP Stopping a Sequence on Another Level
r6.0 System Structure
The Test Oriented Onboard Language (TOOL) System consists of three
subsystems: Interrupt, On -Line Translator, and Test Execution. Figure 3
is a block diagram of this structure. The Interrupt Subsystem is trig-
gered by hardware interrupts of either the external or priority class.
Both of these classes of interrupts are handled by the Executive Inter-
rupt Subsystem (P-ECS-0100-00). Thus, the TOOL Interrupt Subsystem is
executed as a part of the Executive Interrupt Subsystem. `1.'he other two
subsystems are executed as scheduled systems under control of the
Executive System Scheduling Subsystem (P-ECS-000-00). 	 The On-Line
Translator Subsystem is of higher priority than the 'lest Execution
Subsystem in the scheduler.
6.1	 Subsystem Structure
Each subsystem is separated into a set of functions.
	 Each function.
is implemented through a set of processor,, routine, and subroutine
;r programs.
6.1.1	 Interrupt Subsystem, P-TOL-100-00
The purpose of this subsystem is to decode and process interrupts
from the Control and Display Unit (CADU), Measurement Unit (MU),
and Stimulus Generator Unit (SGU).
6.1.1.1	 CADU Interrupt Function
^..;
4
This function decodes and processes the interrupts generated
by the CADU control. pushbuttons. 	 Assoc'ated with each push-
.:„' button is a PB Processor program.
	
In general, each PB Processor
performs a processing operating such as updating system status;
and then activates one of the TOOL scheduled subsystems.
6.1.1.2	 MU Interrupt Function
The purpose of this function is to process 	 he MU measurement
complete interrupt.
6.1.1.3	 SGU Interrupt Function
.^ The purpose of this function pis to process SGU interrupts.
-' 6.1.2	 On-Line Translator Subsystem, P-TOL-200-00
-
This subsystem is a single entry in the Executive Scheduler, and
of higher priority than the Test Execution Subsystem. 	 This
priority arrangement allows the translation and test execution
to be performed concurrently. 	 Since the On-Line Translator
".; does allocate the display resource, ',a test sequence will have to
i
wait if a Display element is executed.
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Interrupt
Function
Pushbutton
Pushbutton
Processor
b
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Interrupt
Subsystem
	
Interrupt
TOL-100-00
	
Function.
L___J
SGU
Function Interrupt
Level
Scheduled
Level
Translator
Controller
Function
Write Element
^------- Write Processor	 r
1 On-Line Translator:
TOOL Translator Function ^' Write Element
System Subsystem Processor
TOL-000-00 TOL-200-00
-
_a
Review Element
Review Processor
Translator ,.-
Function	 .-F Review Element
Processor
Execution
Supervisor
Fun ction
Test
..
a Execution Element
c Subsystem Execution
TOL-300-00 Element
tA
^Proce^ssor
^—^---.
Interpreter
Function L	 _ C {	 ...^s , Element
Lvl D Execution
Processor
Figure 3
TOOL System StrL.:uture Block Diagram
1
a
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6. 1.2. 1 'Translator Controller function
This function controls the operations of test translation and
modification. In general, CADU keyboard inputs are checked
for proper mode operation, and then routed to either the Write
or Review processors for further validation checks.
6.1.2.2 Write Translator function
This function translates CADU keyboard inputs into data for
the test sequence data list. This translation is implemented
through a set of Write Element Processors. Each processor
first check- the input for validity, translates the data, and
then presents the next sequential cue.
6.1.2.3	 Review Translator Function
This function translates data from the tent sequence data list
into a readable display for operator information.
	 This function
is implemented through a set of Review Element Processors.
	
Each
processor translates an element contained in the test sequence
data list into a display message, and then presents a cue de-
scribing the allowed options.
6.1.3	 Test Execution Subsystem, P-TOL-300-00
This subsystem consists of an Execution Supervisor and a set of
Element Execution Processors.	 This entire subsystem is a single
entry in the Executive Scheduler.
6. 1.3.1	 Execution Supervisor Function
The purpose of the Supervisor is to supervise test execution by
cycling through the four levels of test execution. 	 This cycling
-; consists of checking the level status, branching to the proper
element processor, and maintaining the priority counter. 	 When
all four levels are idle,
	
the Supervisor deactivates the Test
Execution system to allow lower priority tasks to be executed.'
+!
f	
,^
6.1.3.2	 Element Interpreter Function
.` This function consists of a set of processors which perform the
operation specified by the test language element. 	 In general,
these processors allocate the required resource, perform the
j operation,
	
and then deallocate the resource. 	 If 'a resource is
t€
not available,	 the element processors set the wait status in the 	 .;
-associated level.
	
The Supervisor then proceeds to the next
revel.	 On the next level cycle an attempt is again made to
obtain the required resource. 	 If still not available control-$t
is again relinquished.	 When the resource becomes available,
the element processor resets the wait status and continues
execution,
n
r5,7
7.0 OPERATION ACTION
Not Applicable
8.0 r)'YSTEM 01ROTIND RULES
Not Applicable
}
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